
RELATED LITERATURE OF TRAINING NEEDS IN HOTEL AND

RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT STUDENTS

an extensive review of the literature on the hospitality industry's need for skills of hospitality graduates and the skills
needed to succeed in the hospitality industry It is not until the mid s that hotel and hospitality management received.

The literature review indicate that work placements can provide the bridge necessary for new graduates even
before they complete their programs while at the same time making a significant contribution to the employing
organisation. A study that was conducted by Fidgeon confirmed that the education in tourism was
compromised. Chapter two reviewed the relevant literature on the history of Tourism and Hospitality
Education at global level, regional level and local Botswana level. Chapter two reviewed the relevant literature
on the history of Tourism and Hospitality Education at global level, regional level and local Botswana level.
Junghagen, S. The Bulawayo Polytechnic started tourism training in Bulawayo in  The designed hybrid model
concentrated on training managers for future industry leaders for the tourism industry in its broadest sense.
The possibility of financial constraints due to the costs of data collection from the research sites might affect
the quantity and generalizability of data collected. Spencer  Patton intimates that qualitative analysis involves
inductive analysis. Hind, D. This is primarily attained by supporting and accrediting a compulsory aspect of
work experience attached to a relevant company or organisation. This includes learners discovering,
processing and applying information and skills reflecting on what they have studied. Woods  This was
overcome because the researcher is also a facilitator for modules in Tourism and Hospitality. Experiential
learning Researchers in education have illustrated experiential learning as a good way of practice in higher
education processes. To establish the effect of graduate personal attributes on employability. Bennett, R. The
result of this research may contribute to the reviewing and redesigning of the tourism and hospitality
curriculum and the methods used for training students through constant and consultative industrial feedback
and updates. The United States Agency observed that Armenia has far more job opportunities available in the
hospitality sector as compared to tourism sector, therefore the curricular for Armenia should be inherited from
other nations where they have tourism and hospitality courses blended together such as Russia. The researcher
adopted the progress summaries under the data analysis, it was however difficult for the researcher to record
all the information since some respondents were not cooperative. Validity of the questionnaires will be
determined after seeking guidance from a research expert who will moderate the tool to fit the study
objectives. A stakeholder perspective College. Brown ; Kamau and Waudo in their survey of employers,
revealed functional, conflict resolution, computer skills and good work habits as the expected. Tourism and
education training from the developed world is also highlighted. It will also inform policy makers and other
stakeholders on how best to craft the curriculum. The rejection of these graduates by the tourism and
hospitality industry is a draw back and a very big blow on the part of Botswana government and tertiary
institutions endeavour to produce graduates who are competent enough to be absorbed by the local markets
and even compete for employment in the global market. This affected the implementation and the imparting of
relevant modules since business studies was supposed to stand alone as much as tourism and hospitality
studies. Zimbabwe and Kenya could also be facing similar imbalances holistically in the scope of tourism and
training together with its relevance to the tourism industry and graduate expectations. In the past the type of
tourism and Hospitality in India was vocational, there was no degree. Many learners realised that there is a
need to study tourism and hospitality programme as they anticipated that there is employment opportunities in
the tourism industry Fidgeon,  Strategies have been identified for mentoring in the field of education from the
classroom to the online learning environment. Chi, C.


